Naperville Public Library
A Place to Be. The Place to Become ...

Print(“A library’s jump into coding programs”)

Intelligent Piece of
Paper

Intelligent Piece of Paper
Created by Peter McOwan and Paul Curzon
of Queen Mary, University of London
I found it in the CS4FN Digital Magazine
This game lead us into a discussion about:
•
•
•
•
•

What is a computer program?
How is the paper like a computer program?
Is the paper actually intelligent?
Is a computer intelligent?
What else can be considered a “computer”
based on the commands and functions
they give?
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“In fifteen years
we’ll be teaching
programming just
like reading and
writing. We’ll be
looking back and
wondering why we
didn’t do it
sooner.”
-Mark Zuckerberg
Founder, Facebook

Why Coding is Important?

90%
of parents want
their child to study
computer science

35%
of high schools teach
computer science

Why Coding is Important?

Why Coding is Important?

How We Got Started
►

2014 STEM movement was really picking up
momentum

►

The library decided to hold a one day program
aimed towards teens called Teen Ignite

►

Reached out to members of the community to
help put on programs throughout the day
►

Stop motion animation using donated
Raspberry Pi’s

►

Gum flavoring

►

Lego Mindstorms robotics

►

Drones

►
►

and many more

With all the success we decided to hold it
again in 2015

One week before Teen Ignite 2015

Raspberry Pi Instructor called to let us know he
had a family emergency and would not be able
to make it

Now what?
Find another outside
instructor to teach at the
last minute

Cancel the class

Sit down, learn how to use
the Raspberry Pi, and teach
the class ourselves

Let’s Teach
a Raspberry
Pi class

Program Expansion
►

Popularity of Teen Ignite showed us there is a need for
programming like this in our community

►

We looked into what schools were offering in the
computer science field

►

►

Elementary school-none

►

Middle school-none

►

High school-minimal

Usually the question is where to start, but for us it was
easy. Use the donated Raspberry Pi’s

Two Main Types of Programs
►

When deciding to expand we needed to decide how instruction will be implemented going
forward
►

Instructor Lead

►

Guided Instruction

►

We started with internal instructor lead. This way we could make sure the content was correct,
and we didn’t have to worry about an instructor not being able to make the program

►

As we eventually had access to more online resources that’s when we decided to incorporate
guided instruction

Instructor Lead
Pros

Cons

►

High quality delivery

►

►

If instructor has knowledge of the
subject

Cost(If instructor needs to be
brought in)

►

If the instructor isn’t
knowledgeable of the subject

►

Immediate Q&A

►

Cost( If instructor works at the
library or instructor is free)

►

Patrons don’t suffer much
confusion

Guided
Pros

Cons

►

Cost(Online resource is free)

►

Guided

►

Easier

►

Q&A usually takes a little longer

►

Don’t need much prior knowledge
of the subject

►

Cost(online resource has cost)

What is a Raspberry Pi?
►

The Raspberry Pi is a credit card sized computer that
can be connected to a monitor or TV

►

It is a capable little device that enables people of all
ages to explore computing

►

Python and Scratch are primary coding utilities
installed

►

It has the ability to interact with the real world via
GPIO(General Purpose input/output) pin
►

►

With coding it can control lights, motors, sensors, and
more

Because of how many Pi’s are donated by the
Raspberry Pi Foundation they are being used all over
the world to learn to program and understand
computing

Raspberry Pi Programs
►

►

Introduction to Raspberry Pi
►

How to setup the pi

►

What’s inside the pi

►

What it’s used for

►

How to use Python to control the GPIO pins

►

Turn on an LED when a button is pressed

Project classes
►

Pitay- poppers

►

Quick reaction game

►

Stop motion animation

►

Intruder alarm

►

Timelapse camera

►

https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/

►

Instrucables.com

Programming Concepts
►

We found that patrons could copy the code in the
Raspberry Pi projects but had trouble creating
projects on their own

►

This is when we decided there was a need to teach
the basic coding concepts
►

Conditionals

►

Functions

►

Loops

►

Variables

►

Once we started creating a program we found that
there was just too much information for one class

►

Aimed towards teens and adults

Programming Concepts
Introduction to programming
using Python

Intermediate programming
using Python

►

Introduction

►

►

Variables

►

Lists

►

Data types

►

Dictionaries

►

Tuples

Data types

►

Strings

►

Integers

►

Accessors

►

Floats

►

Functions

►

Input

►

Loops

►

Output

►

Conditionals(If-then-else)

►

Group coding project is a tip
calculator

►

Group coding project is a number
guessing game

CS First
►

Is an entry-level computer science program created by
Google

►

It aims to empower children to create with technology
and tell stories through programming activities.

►

Aimed towards ages 9-14

►

csfirst.withgoogle.com

►

FREE!! With Google account.

►

You can print material out or request a free kit to be
shipped to you

►

Just need a computer

CS first Uses Scratch
►

Scratch is programmable online toolkits that
enable kids to create games, animated
stories or interactive art.

►

Scratch is a digital block-based programming
language that can be dragged and dropped to
create a project

►

Scratch is a great introduction to coding
because is can easily be applied to other
languages like python or java.

►

Developed by MIT

►

Free

CS First
►

Usually the kids are self sufficient but its important to
have multiple instructors to help
►

First day we only had 2 for 15 kids. Once upped to 3 it was
a lot less stressful.

►

Even though its not part of cs first allow time at the end
so kids can show off the projects they have been working
on

►

The program cannot be completed in one day. Best to set
up a few session over a 5 day period.

Girls Who Code
►

2015 we were approached by a local high school
student Grace Hong

►

She wanted to start a Girls Who Code club in
Naperville but was turned down by the high
school.

►

Since participating in a summer immersion
program she wanted share her knowledge and
experiences with others

►

This was a perfect opportunity to reach out to a
portion of our community who needed the library

►

We were the first library in Illinois to host a Girls
Who Code cub

Girls Who Code
►

Founded by Reshma Saujani

►

Girls Who Code is an organization dedicated to
closing the gender gap in computer science.

►

Clubs are organized and run all over the United
States

►

Over 90,000 girls have participated in a girls who
code program

►

Interest in computer science drops over time but
the biggest is between 13-17

►

GWC helps combat this drop

Girls Who Code
►

Clubs can be run by staff, or a facilitator from the
community can be assigned to the club by Girls Who
Code

►

Facilitators need to be over 18. Computer science
experience preferred but not needed.

►

Each club meets once a week. Our club meets
throughout the entire school year

►

The entire curriculum is provided online at no cost

►

Club funding can be applied for to help cover any
costs that arise though the year

►

Facilitators are guides on the side not a sage on the
stage

Community Impact Project
►

Each year the girls decide on a community to
create an impact project for.

►

2015- EMPOWERMENT (feminism & LGBT+)

►

2016-Community website for local artists

►

2017- Mental Health Awareness app

►

2018- Environmental Awareness website/app

Girls Who Code-Issues
►

►

Grace was not 18 and could not be a facilitator
►

We created a student ambassador position this allowed
girls with lots of experience to come in to help run the
club.

►

Since then we have had 4 more student ambassadors
join our club

The first year some of the facilitators assigned to us
from Girls Who Code became unreliable
►

The second year we decided to run the club with two
staff members.

►

This way if one could not be there, the other would be
there

►

Allowed for easier communication

Girls Who Code-Issues
►

►

Girls Who Code after the second year has changed the
curriculum each year
►

This requires a little more prep time for the year

►

We started creating an outline that we could use
throughout the year with out relying on girls who code

Each year we bring in female presenters from the
computer science field to talk to the girls. As more
clubs are being offered in the area its harder to get
speakers because everyone wants someone to come to
talk.
►

Started bringing in experts in the field of the community
impact project

►

Started setting up Skype sessions so it’s easier on the
presenter to talk to the girls

Family Coding Night
►

Families can visit different learning stations to develop computational skills

►

Drop-in program aimed towards grades K-5 with parents/guardian

►

2 hours

►

Program offered 4 different evenings-each night concentrating on a different
theme
►

Computer less programming

►

Physical programming

►

Visual programming

►

Robotics activities

Computerless Coding
►

Show cases logic and brain games to help children
and their family members develop skills to become
computational thinkers
►

Binary coding challenges

►

Board games

►

►

Battleship

►

Code monkey island

Printable scratch blocks to code without a computer
►

http://scratched.gse.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/scr
atch_blocks_package_0_9.zip

►

These activities encourage critical thinking, team
work, and problem solving without a computer

►

Csunplugged.org and Code.org are great places to
start to find activities to teach computer science
without a computer

Physical
Programming
►

Allows children and their families to have hands- on
experience with technology

►

Concentrates more on the five senses
►

Raspberry Pi demonstration

►

Learn basic electronic circuits

►

►

Snap circuits

►

Squishy circuits

►

Little bits

Dash and dot robots

Visual Programming
►

Helped students understand coding along with various
languages including Scratch, Blockly, and Snap!

►

These are all visual based languages that can be accessed
online

►

All are free and all have guided instructions or projects on
their respective websites

►

But for the family code night we laminated specific projects
for each station. This way it was easy for the parent to work
with the child

►

Also used Bloxels which is a physical pixel board and an app on
a tablet that allows kids to make their own video games
►

$250 for 5 pixel boards and 50 student accounts.

Robotics
►

Robots are a great way to introduce
customers to coding

►

It doesn’t feel like they are learning
coding, feels more like they are
playing with a toy

►

Vary in prices from inexpensive to
really expensive

Spheros
►

Large Sphero Spark+ or 2.0 $129.99

►

Sphero mini $49.99

►

Created a check out kit of 15 Sphero minis that can
be used by staff in their programs

►

Issues
►

Sphero mini charge via USB only so we purchased a USB
hub with an adapter so we can charge 12 at a time

►

The Minis are tiny. Make sure everyone knows to watch
where they step

►

Each one needs to have a phone/tablet to work

►

Tablets are delicate, We got age/gender neutral cases

Spheros
►

Kids and teens programs
►

Races
►

►

►

►

This upcoming Star Wars Reads Day we are doing pod
races using 3D printed covers to go over the Sphero
minis

Mazes
►

Sphero edu app allows visual coding

►

Used tape and cardboard to create mazes

Soccer match using a ping pong ball

Seniors
►

Introduces them to a new technology

►

Creates a social gathering

►

Increases hand eye coordination

►

Keep the mind sharp with problem solving

Finches
►

Cost $99 (10% education discount)

►

Even better they loan out 1200 finch robots each year for
student and community engagement(Libraries)

►

Loan program is 100% free

►

Loan time is 2 months

►

2 students for each robot

Finches
►

We offered a three day camp in the summer

►

Each day got a little bit harder and expanded on the day
before
►

Day 1 Basics of how to control the Finches

►

Day 2 Create a remote control to move the robot

►

Day 3 Set up the Finch to detect an object in front of it and
avoid it

►

They are coded using either Scratch or Snap!

►

Issues
►

It is connected via a long USB cable that can get tangled
sometimes

►

The loaned finches-sometimes the sensors don’t all work
because of being utilized by so many students.

Alternative to Physical Robots
►

RoboMind Academy

►

Learn programming concepts with a virtual
robot.

►

Free

►

Multiple lessons

►

https://www.robomindacademy.com

Where To Start Learning
if You Have No Programming Experience

Harvard CS50x on EDx
►

11 week course on the Edx website

►

Unlike a lot of other online courses Edx offers the ability to audit the class for
free

►

This is an online version of Harvard's largest class “Introduction to Computer
Science” taught by David Malan

►

What you'll learn
►

A broad and robust understanding of computer science and programming

►

How to think algorithmically and solve programming problems efficiently

►

Concepts like abstraction, algorithms, data structures, encapsulation, resource
management, security, software engineering, and web development

►

Familiarity in a number of languages, including C, Python, SQL, and JavaScript plus
CSS and HTML

Other Online Courses
►

►

Coursera
►

A lot of courses are free to audit

►

Learn to program: The fundamentals

►

Python Programming: A Concise Introduction

►

Introduction to Web Development

Lynda.com
►

Introduction to Web Development

►

Programming Foundations: Fundamentals

Non-course Resources
►

Code.org

►

Code Academy
►

►

►

First lesson in each section is free but
afterward it costs money

Microsoft Virtual Academy
►

Has lots of more complex learning sessions

►

Has a great C# fundamentals course

Khan Academy
►

Concentrates on HTML and JavaScript for
web development.

►

Introduction to computer science

►

Bento.io
►

Has variety of learning tracks for different
programming language

►

Free Code Camp

►

A Byte of
Python(https://python.swaroopch.com/)

►

Learnpython.org

►

Barbie(https://barbie.mattel.com/en-us/
about/barbie-tynker.html)

Questions?

